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Majolica

A truly handmade object is 
something special in today’s world. 
Majolica  tiles are individually Hand 
painted on terracotta bisque made 
in Sicily.  The hand-crafted surface of 
the terracotta is the perfect canvas 
for artisans to execute these designs 
inspired by cultures throughout the 
Mediterranean.

In a world of digital “reproductions;” 
these tiles are the real deal.  Each 
tile is painted by an individual, 
continuing a tradition of tilemaking 
that puts artistry before price and 
creates something truly beautiful.
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All sizes noted are nominal.

Alcazar 6” x 6” x 3/4”

Alcazar Tinta
Antique Matte Crackle

Alcazar Cinza
Antique Matte Crackle

MAJ-6X6-ALCAZTI-AMC MAJ-6X6-ALCAZCI-AMC



All sizes noted are nominal.

Majolica

Amalfi 6” x 6” x 3/4”
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Amalfi Verde
Antique Matte Crackle

Amalfi Azul
Antique Gloss Crackle

MAJ-6X6-AMALFVER-AMCMAJ-6X6-AMALFAZU-AGC



Majolica

Lisbon Cinza
Antique Matte Crackle

Lisbon Atlantica
Antique Gloss Crackle

MAJ-6X6-LISBOCIN-AMC MAJ-6X6-LISBOATL-AGC
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All sizes noted are nominal.

Lisbon 6” x 6” x 3/4”



All sizes noted are nominal.

Majolica

Trim

Bullnose
White Antique Gloss Crackle
1” x 6” x 3/4”

White
Antique Gloss Crackle

White
Antique Matte Crackle

MAJ-6X6-WHITE-AGC

MAJ-6X6-WHITE-AMC
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Field 6” x 6” x 3/4” Available Colors

Bullnose
White Antique Matte Crackle
1” x 6” x 3/4”

MAJ-BULLN1X6-WHITE-AGC MAJ-BULLN1X6-WHITE-AMC



Majolica

Variation, Usage & Technical Information
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Majolica Installation Guidelines include important methods that if not followed may result in an 
unsatisfactory installation. For installation instructions, please visit: DriftwoodDesignLab.com

Majolica Recommended Usage

Wall Application Suitable

Interior Wall/Backsplash Yes

Fireplace/Cooktop Surround  Yes

Shower Wall Yes

Steam Shower No

Exterior Wall No

Pool, Spa or Water Feature (fully submerged) No

Floor Application Interior Exterior

Shower  No No

Steam Shower No N/A

Light Residential   Yes* No

Residential No No

  Application Notes Floor Application Definitions

*Matte glazes only recommended for bathroom or light traffic 
floors. If used for flooring, expect wear and tear on the tiles, which 
may include glaze wearing off the edges, or chipping off the surface.

Light  Residential  -  Flooring  areas  subject  to  soft-soled  footwear  
or normal footwear traffic without abrasive soil/dirt, such as 
bathrooms and bedrooms without exterior access and minimal pivot 
points.

Residential - Flooring areas subject to soft-soled or normal footwear 
traffic  that  may  contain  amounts  of  abrasive  soil/dirt,  such  as  
living rooms, dining rooms or other rooms with exterior access.

Important Sealing Note

All Majolica installations must be sealed before and after grouting with a high-quality penetrating sealer. If sealing before grouting is not 
done, darker colored grout may stain the crackle and alter the appearance of the tile, which cannot be reversed.  After first sealing and 
grouting, once grout has dried another round of sealing for the grout is required with a high-quality penetrating sealer. In wet areas, grout 
may need to be re-sealed occasionally to maintain protection.

Variation

Majolica  is a handmade product. Variation in thickness, size, color and surface texture are desired characteristics and a result of the 
traditional techniques employed to craft the tiles.  Some tiles may have chips in the glaze surface.


